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Abstract:
The memory and transfer of genetic information in life is based on the self-assembly of nucleic acid (NA) polymers
in solution into duplex columns of selectively paired and stacked aromatic hydrocarbon nanosheet bases. One of
the great mysteries of evolution is how such a spectacular scenario first appeared in the universe.
In the proposed prebiotic RNA world, oligomers which enable molecular selection, catalysis, and information
transfer are structured by a similar duplex pairing and stacking scheme which is already robust, appearing to have
come from some earlier mode of molecular selection and evolution.
I will describe observations made in a longstanding collaboration with Tommaso Bellini of the University of Milan
of the LC phase behavior of high concentration aqueous solutions of NA monomers and ultra-short oligomers,
including the discovery that polymerization is actually not needed for the stabilization of the duplex base-paired
columnar structure of DNA. Motivated by these results we have developed a model of a pre-RNA world era, a
“liquid crystal world,” in which the duplex pairing and stacking evolves as the primary “purpose” of autocatalytic
molecular selection and oligomerization. Selection is achieved by the molecular gatekeeping of phase separated
duplex columnar chromonic NA liquid crystal droplets, which also serve as promoters of their own stability,
templating the ligation of selected short oligomers into longer ones.
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